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FLAT SHEET .t_TAL GIRDERS _TtTH VERy THIN LIETAL 1,7_*%

By Herbert WagnerJ

i ..

PART ZZZ

i Sheel '_eta! Girders Witli Spars _esistant to Bending _

; The "Stress in Uprlghts' - Diagofial Tension Fields

L

The actually occurring form change is of Cour.se not iden- ttical w" ' I,_.

mtn our arbitrarily assumed one TL,.e principal differ- i;il

, ence l:lay!oe the change in specific numlber of wrinkles from di- Fi[i!

--o rectlon x to z, so that b and, according to equation {29b) _,'[}

(See Part Z - Technical i{e:norandumNo. 606, page 32), f, be- _:

Come variable in direction z. l_lereover,it seems likely that

b and f increase from the edge toward the cen_er if the sheet +
is infinitely thin.

The work of deformation A, actually produced is, however,

certainly less (equal in the li2:]itingcase) than in that arbi-

trarily asstuned, and r,_usttherefore (Cempare eq. 31, Technical

. _emor_ndum No. 605, page 36), equal Amin. But from this it

follows (eq. 31a) that this actual deformation is Under constant_ tension stress a Az

• = _-- E :=¢ E and that there _.re no additional
stresses of finite magnitude i_ ""_.---,,..,......._ ,% t_llS zone" •
•"Ebene __,,.,,..,_,-,..___'i'C_'-- _ .._ , that ms,-.,-_,.,,,,,'_anc_t,;,,.. .. _, ,, .--- --_ -C_qk andsch ". .., . _z'ager mit sent ..... , " • _-

rzft zu_ Flu_,+_.--.,.... :. dun,,e,_Ste<,.b]:,_ ii I"-

_ June 14, 1929, pp. _,r_ ,,- _i_xlanrl;, Vol. ,:,0,"_i_To.... _
• ,,ol-Bcl4:; and Vol. 20, i To. 12, June 78, :172,<?PP. 306-314. For Pa,rts l and II see Z,I,A.O.A.

dums :,."os. 604 and 605. ' Technic_:_l,E,;,::_crc_-
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ob = 0. _Now -aqk = 0"!_and_"_c:=_ were preolSely the.two fun- _'__'!_

,' d_mental asszm_pt:ionsfor calculating the diagonal, tension fields.

The calculation of the work of deformation for the arbitrarily

chosen deformation presents no difficulties, and we can pass to

_,ii the boundary E _--.-,_0. Selecting the dimensions whlch' cna_ac-"_ i_

i_ terize ,the a_ttitude of the form chang'e In_the limitlng case no-.

,: ordlng to inequ_tion (32a)- (Technical Eemorandum Nb. 505, page!

38) then yields A = Amin.

We briefly indicate this calculation for the case of ob-

,,., lioue wrinkles, and for _hat puroose resort to Fi_ure 33, which

shows a sheet methyl girder With x and y _s the coordinates of

the plane of the sheet. Up-per and lower spars ar_ to be oaral-

lel to "a_"is x. The late__ i " _ '_ _!_,_.
.a,_edge members are considered very _

f_r apart and not within th_ range of our consideration. Now i-ii_

we subject the spars to el0"ngati0n Cx0 in the direction of x

and raise their distaaco in direction y by h eye. In addition,

we shift the upper sp._m by h 70 to the right with respect to

the louver spar. This causes the sheet to wrinkle, its components

under_,,odisplacements _ in direction x and displacements

, in direction y and bulge by _ out of the original ole,ne of

_/._ the sheet. _ '

Now the defomuations of the arbi'trs,rilychosen form change
arc _defined as:

= _xo x + 70 Y + ½ e_[sin 2 e (x y cot a)]

!_:_,,,.<, , _ = m cos [e (x .y cot _)]. i_!_:_i!:#
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i'

I where _-_ [ungle of direotion of wrinkles,

e = _ sin _ (b = half width of wrinkle)! --%-.....

-" _-_: depth of wrinkle in cu].mina.tion .point

'i Wc select <0 in conformity With the discussion for Fi__ure

32. With f as the depth of the wrinkles in the mean range ofI

the sheet, we write for the sheet restrained at the edge:IJ
4

i ""

17Z

i f[l - cos-_-] within range of 0 to z r,_0= Z= =

qO= f within range of z = r to z = h - r,

q_ = f[l - cos within range of z = h r

to z=h.Q

i

Then vJc computc the work of the form ch_,n?je,.._, for a c:ompo-
i

nezt of _'_ ._,
......._. d x dy (for exm_ple accordiu,:' to _oppl Drank7

und Z;_ang, Vol. i, 1920, pp. 130 and 154). This work,consists

of-_bendlng, stresses and the mean stresses in tension and shoe.r,

so the tozal work is integ_"ated over the entire o2ea of the

sheet. It is advisable to interstate first in direction x _"

and then in direction y conformal to the threc rm_gcs.

Aside from the giw_n dimensions of the sheet and the three

quantities Cxo' eye m'id 7° definin_:_ the dcformati.on of the

edges, the equation contains only the four quantities a, b, f

- and r, which characterize the wrinkling. So a partioH, differ-

entiation of the w_-_. of form change yi--e_<,.:__, only four equations.
s=

_, For E-h-_.->O thezc cq_a, tions _!_e c.,o,_plie,d wit]: when

r

"_ I) every ratio o.f.' _, whicl_ oa, tisfJ, cr, ('_"> k_.

l'

conformable re'," every finite _ for lr_:_t;,uyu:e>
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edges than in the middle. In this way the depth of the wrinkles ..

decreases toward the edge,/without_effecting_a .like increaseIn !"_
, cross stress _ .
_: oqk. It is only at the cflge itself that the' _

i stresses parallel to the spar (aside from o sin___)_ _ equal tham

stress in the spar. j:

,$

;}. Determination of _" " ii_xper imcnt a.lError

' Now we figure back from the deformations determined by >

. test, in order, to see.,the extent of applicability of our as- _!_;
d

_ _ sumption aq = 0 to practical cases; then wc comnute %. _,,_

• From (Fig. 7 of my report given at Danzig, Jahrbuch 1928, i"!_',
[i

, tier Wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft f_z' Luftf_d_rt, p 115,) {?
..... the w- _'_'±a_n b of a wr" _

Inic.LeWith respect to its length I and
girder ' -" ?_

nclght h can be measured quite accurately. In the _

left panel we have _
i

= 18 (=... ].en_,th',-' of wrinkle from ul)zi,,...,._t'' .'_'... to upri!_;ht), i_._

,. b=2.8 t
} s/b = 0.0089

s :=0.0215 "
J

In addition:

E = 700,000 kg/cm _

= 2,4-00 "_. consequent].y ¢ = 0.0034

i'i)::.' Oy = - I, 600 " " Cy ....4) 00,23

!!::i °x. = - ,500 " ,,
c x -.,.:-0.0()044

.]2'%



<

°qk 12 E(_) 4_ _,/cm_-.

which is only 2 ocr cent of q.

}goreovcr, the qcoth of the wrinkles is not ncrfee_]_y <',or_-
>I _<

;_ stant, not even in the center The tension stress ',':.! " O 0£ th e _-"
_i'

_, plate; fiber running in the culmination line (Section I, Fig-. 34.) ii_

:_ librium of compo.n..nt_.,-r,. " actin'2:_pergcndiculaT' to the sheet), for a _:,,_._

. • _,m(.,nstress gqD pe{pendicular to. o (hence in ....
;i  ;ompro-',

- Cill,.;oti_?n

of Gqk) which is computed at:

(F

oqD : - a _z" _' {:

oz and Oq are the rr-_diiof curvature of the wrinkles (F:h<.

34) A_sumang the v,Tink].c tr, sec'.tion I of Figure 04 to be pure i

sinusoida]., (_ = f sin _), the value for oqD is surely con
high:

oqD --=-o b_.

and with our figures _{:

_qD = - _400 x 0.024--: - 58 . i

So oqD is certainl:y ].owcr than _3.4./oof _. For total cross

sti'es:;we h:_.vcat the ]_i!Lhcst

that is, 4.4._ of _.
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: Conforming to the equilibrium of the inside with the out- I

side '._trcsscs at ,.._cut through the sl.cct Wall parallel to the
upriThts we must have: _I

[

% + az =~
hs'

For this c_se equation
(9) yields values Which are about 4 per

cent too high for _. If we 'take the hi_'hcst stress T as

decisivo for the stress of the material, it nevertheless indi-

cates the material stress correctly, because

_ '
[

• 1_ow we define tmc stress in bending. Equation (50) yields _,
for i

Cq = - ¢ + ex + Cy = - 0.0061, £';

and (29 a) : i

f o

:: _" v _- x 0.00:_4 _ O.OC)O0 : 0.04.5 '_:_

f=O. '_'l_,O ore.

8o With (30) _vc obtain:

2" E 0.0089 x 0.0045 = + 1400 k_/cm _.
-h

The stress in

bendin[!] is now more than half a,s high as o ,

causing the material to reach its yield i'_" I)l*z-lt,sooner than our _'

ea_cui,.-_,_ion_"-" -" With d calls for.

The clon._ation in diruction z is the s_nr, ;,t I Cn_ ....

_,.: :_'Zg-.z_!._so that the stros.. - ,- ,, ,.

,. . e equ t I I.,[. .I __,;Cn52.,_,3_]y._.................
2_i{ {. -" .... " _ " ,

_'_,%_[_]b_':#"{ .: 't, , ' . ,'.,,: ,, -: ,. }: ' ' , • " • • " _ . : . ' ' :.., :" ' . _, :, ;, " ' ' .
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t

1 _o at these points, that is, i_: m _ d.ecrcases at I and increases "

at II. With m := 3.3 : i!

_I = 3400 - ml1400 = 1980 k,%./cm_.

qlZ = 3400 +Zu 1400 .-.:--28,?0 kg/eme. -

_i To illustrate the effect of _ on the ,_,.,tre,,,_,,in the mate- i}_,,
_'ial we discuss two limiting eases:

l) The greatest elon_<ation is to be dcci_' _-.. ,:,zve for the stress ....

in the material, Since, aa we just stated., the bending, o_t"c-_-_,.,,_ ,_"-_

ob has no effect on _he .elongatio_ in d.i'_'ectionz, the _'educed

stress or = _ = 2400 kg,/cme There is no ch:.mge in materic_l
. o i:',[:

stre-,J_e

3) The highcr_t shear stress is to be decisive for the ntrcsr

in the ::'_a.teria,]..The moximum occurs at point I and amount_ t<, -,:

T ...I( + = I I ':::-
max -" _" aI _b ) g(].930 + 1400) = _ x 3380 k_'/cm_, ,',

1
a.s against Tmax = -- x a400, if2, (_b O. Accozuzng to this the

yield limit is reached at I, while the tension o a<qounts to

only 70 per cent of the yield limit.

The difficulty in bringing out the premature roach of yield

• llmi_ by tests is obviously due to the s:.na]..lrange -,' '",,Itnln which

the stresses become appreciably hi2_.;h<,r than the simple theory

defino_._, Then it m::_.ybe (tu_: in .p,,.z'_"b to a hi2:her y.i.cld. ]_i"lJ.U ""

the o]ztcr ;Layer of the shoot, or to 'the: _.,.,]:,l;,_.hl,, w,,:i.,,.], tr_ .,. ,,:.

with the ,qpars have a boxlike cf.i'o(,_ to a c(:',rt, rt:[n do '3:c(',, rt_-d. /':
(_!::

,,f
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thus reduce the cross section in the plate_:!:!, • • It is also pos,sible

that our assumption of Tmax as decisive for the _:laterialstress

was, after all, perhaps a little too unfavorable for our case.

We _._:_ainrepeat that the theory developed for the diag'onal

tension field simply postulates that eq = 0 and that ¢ = _° ;
_! E

:_ we do not prestume % to be very low. Hence, stress o calcu- i_'

•fated on these premises yield the exact mean tension stress iiii}

(the mean formed over plate thickness _ ) regardless of the tel- ii:

a.tively high ob. iil

1'_oreover,it should be noted that %
-" -o-- is presumed to be

' low only when the plates are actually thin compared to their

other dimensions. Even if the stress, at which wrinkling sets !

in, is not materially below the yield limit (not lower than i

1/50 of the yield limit, for instanOe), the plate soon reaches i

this critical point, after wrinkling.

As s--_0, _b diminishes very s!o_Tly like a _-8 and can

actually be counted upon as being very low for very thin plates.

Lastly, we examine the differences in tension stress _,

which result vrhen the sheet fiber running in the direction of

" the culmination line of the wrinkle is stretched more than the !
E

fiber which (almost) rem_.Jns in its origlnal plane. Ag'ain,

assuming the culmination line as sinusoidal, the comparative

elongation in.this line is

_ f_0
c_A ¢ :
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greater than in :_he fiber remaining!n its initial plane. Hence
i!

we may plc._umc, that the first stretches Ac more _%ud the other

, A c less than c =,:-- so that:
! E '

A a = E A c = 4_° kg/cm_
!,

i which is not quite _ oct cent of _.

iiii_,_,_:_!!ii In the ce nter of the field the actually prevailing flue- iI
q ,,

tuation in stress is pre_qumably les:_ th_n the calcu].ated figure,

fi _ but certainly hitcher at the edge, although no msrked deviations !_

from _ are to be anticipated even at the edge.

Exce_:..ding the Yield Linlit

H,_re vse merely ,on_,ldor the case of the web olate when

exce,_,ding the yield li,nit. We h'_ve already stated the,t, prior

i i!
to roaching this limit, the materis/[ begins to bre-',tK down at

different places, due to the local bending stresse::_ ab. But

owing to the limitcd remge (if the bending stresses become at

=_ all noticeable) they have no ef£ect on the deformations of the

whole girder nor on the moan tension str_v,s _.

Only when o itself reaches the yield limit, does the i_il

stress show a slight change. Equations (4), (5) and (18) re- [_i

_" main, in so faz" as they repre_ent relations bet'_een a, _, _, li_i_]i

, Ic.....b]._. Ai'tcr exceedin_ the yieldc, Cq cx, cy, aA1_.Cv, [_j_,._]."_.," -.

lirait in the "_.s__bol_.,te c prcponda, r,_t,._ over c.x ond _y,

and we __kr',proximate _ = 45 ° (_ = _/;i]) m_d 7 = ',; c. Now i:_:_
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q[i

,_!,_ when we v,rite these values in (9) and (18) we. have for perpe1_,-..

dicular uprights

(J _--:_
hs

and

" = coths

;i for obliquc ,uprights. For the first type this agrees with (13a), i}il

"_ but with a = 45 ° we have:

i [+

So if the dimensions of the web plate are such that thc yield i:

• limit is exceeded by ultims,te load, equation (13b) is inappli-

cable for computing the uprights, or the V values would become

:: " tOO 10_.7°

• oqk decreases after the.,yield limit has been exceeded so

_ that the assumption cqk = 0 apolfes+ now even better than before

exceeding the limit. The bending stresses qb as well as the .....

fluctuc+tions in stress A _ disappear, _nd so have no effect on i:_
[L/

i!_) the ultimate ].cad. If (_B is the tearing strength of the sheet, _+i

the ulti::,ate load QB of the web .plate is alv&oy,:,_,_,comouted at _+

QB = ½"B hs tan _/2, ii/_i

:i provided, the box effect of 'the uprights is o_,._mall i)_
'+: t%++

.+ic
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!:

General Dia_ona, l Tension Fields -

•_ T an,_verso Contraction

j Y_
• ,i! ]

•_ {'!

Tnc rcctangular, very thin uns;rcsscd sheet (Fig'. 35) is i

i_ deformed as follows: wo subject the sheet in the direction of _'I_

i axis, n to a constant transverse contraction -_o' or in !_

other words, produce wrinkles in the direction of axis z. ,,_ _

Now we apply tcnsioii streao_o. ._ ,,_ .- ,.:,co at the ed_eo B, these

strossos to incroa_e linearly with n in direction n:

C = (_0 + dC _,

The result is aD(i :" '
nzinltely small) curvature of the separateL

fibers of the sheet (compare equation o,_a, N A.C A. Techi._ical

Zemor _ "
an,ram No. 604, Part I). But since we assunled dJ _

(in
constant, ,. .-,,_., the CUrV_ztuJ._:,of all].rhone fibers ':, o .lo the ,.:,_ne; so

the distm_ce of two . ,' ..... ,. emalns con[_tmlt,SUoli _.dj_to(.;nt _l_.,ers r ....

hence ........... ._

t_-J,_.._sversecontraction - _° = - _:r'o
l'e_ilains const _1%t.

Then wo subject the '_;_heet (Fig,. 38) to _ identical transver,jc

. contraction -c and again apply tension stresses _ at! qo'

J the edge i_. direction z. But now they are to increase ir-

][ regularly as indicated on Figure 36. The curvature ra.dii.
I d_

(compare equation 2a) of the individual fiber,_ ....-_= Z d.n

runnin.g .i.r_ di:t'c,?,ti_n z are now (tlfl'_;rcnt (scc Fi-. 5C)_ .[" _

fibers, originally e.xa:.i;ly in dlrect',iorl z, ai'<, n ,_-_<,,k:_ct:
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If v,'e took care when apl_lyin!i:; tensio:,_ ,_tre.s__ (_ tha,t the

transw",rr_o contl,.,,(_tL' 'n_.L remo.ined umch:.m_'ed at the ed!.;es, (that

is -¢q,c>,) the contract/on -¢q im the midd].e ran_):'je o£ the nhee, t

mu_t he)v,,"difSer from the original -¢qo" This meanm lo_;er e,!;

v_ be,._..u_o _,-,ero.. the fiber_ are /'a,rth(;r a p<_rt th:m at the e¢.L<e;

at D the contraction is now ¢:reater than -¢
qo"

' " t_<_ transv_.:;r_:'e contra,_,,t.ion i',T.,Luoit wi].i be se,en that ' _,, ., l

e,apab/l._ o£ ._b.ar<!:in_j:': L.k].c_niT_a wrirllile n,n(:l may _.:l,,,.:_.tt_] _Ltl'em( !

(ra_kx.i.,,,i_i.,_ c)l' liJ.'llii_'lLl_ll) VE].IL(]_ even in 1;he middle r_ml::e o:t' a v_/:i.:_!<t.e.

_0 Wi-_e,:i:_We de"',.Lmne the validity of inequati_n (2), (ne(._ Part; l,

N.A.C.A. T¢_ohnic_.Lk _,,_cmor,_mdum Ne. 604,) it must inc'ludu tile whole

range o:I: the sheet, not merely the edges.

Put it may ocmir in ;:L sheet with relatively low -¢
qo

...... _._c. nd{,'es but ::).,-',t(Fii_ ,',::>), that inequation (2) is s.a.ti_iod at " "_

in th¢_ ........ . " _ "_' ,.....,; 5ted l't./llf_ _ ZlZOII!q(I _ iLL w]_ich ,.;,¢,:_e ()fir as,_umotio_s

wo'dld i:_u,._/e to be di::_r_.ga.rd:.d, for otn¢_ mor com].:)li__a.ted one_,,

But in ou.m i'urth_r di,,_{,,oL_;J, on we oonsider (L]) to be e,:..mp.l.i,_d, v_.i,th

F:i...(_._.re 36 show;:_ o _;onstant _md -_ va.:riable a._._.n-._-"_,' th,,
q

wrink].e,s_ c,)ns_-_,quently the depth with r ..... p(,,(,$ to the wid.bh o£

the wrinkle, must vary ator.!._; its length accordinf': to (29b) (see,

( °Part I[, },T.A.C.A. _ ;_tl_Ii,",_fl Iqe,,_'lor_md_u,] No. t;,05), th_:,_ wrink,l.cd

sh(]_.' {', _::l.','.::r:Tt'_,",. ,, _I_, (I_ V(_LO[)_T_"].(_; l_l.{l'_:t¢_O ,l_i"_ ].t d1:IS" c ' 1'_, ., ""C:

that t!.(; LJ'!(;Ot W_/_l.d. re;._i, ni, tni,,', type, o% _'v]: li _:[_: l._] .l . ' '

be proved that in an infinite_ly thin _,he,,t with v_..:ry (L:<: :.'.'_. .';
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._ low depth of wrinkles this resistance to wrinkling disappears

even in this case, so that our presupposed deformation attitude

yields the least work of deformation.

Now we subject the she,e_ in Figure 37 to a transverse

contraction _Cqo ' after which we again apply tension stressc_
I

a, which on the left we allow to increase linearly up to the _

cen_er, and on the right to decrease linearly. In the center i

itself da d_ i_
_-_ is unsteady, that Is, _ is infinitely great _

dn_ " i'

When we plot the fibers running in direction z after the

deformation, we _ind that the two fibers infinitely close to :
L-

the right and left of the center would have to intersect after _

deformation. But this is not actually possible because the

connection of the sheet must be kept intact; these tWo fibers

must, in fact, run parallel _o the center line. The fibers

originally in direction Z near point M can therefore be no !i!

longer exactly perpendicular to the sheet edges after the def- !'_

ormation. This means there must be shear stresses acting in the _

direction of and perpendicular to the wrinkles, which effect this _

i,!i, change in angle. Our basic assumption oi" zero shear stress in the !_"

direction of the wrinkles no longer holds true in the range

'_ around point N, and we must presuppose that the edges are sub- iii_i_i

jected to steady deformation_ " I"_
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_i_i:i_,_ General Stress and De.for.marionAt%itude of a Tension Diagonal

,i We resume our earlier discussion on the attitude of stress

in a diagonal tension field. Figure 38 shows a plate strip be- I_

t'ween two stress trajectories which we call, for short "tension i_!i!

diagonal.,, Axis z is plo.cedin the direction of the strip, i_

_t z = 0, that is, point I,4 the width of the strip is given- i_il

_--ql= dnm. The angle fozL_Ledby the stresstraject cry passing i:!!II_!
through I;_ with the x-axl,-_pas_',ingthrough _.;, we ca].l a. _.

The stress trajectory passing through I_i forms with axis x i__i

- the angle a + ........o cm dnm, which usually differs from a; the .......

angle of the two stress trajectories enclosing the strip is i_"!!-.._

dnm.3nm

Other given data are, the principal tension stresses _m i>_:i
in point },_ and

_m_ = Cm + 8n m dnm (34)

in point }i_.

First we define the width dn of the tension diagonal at

z (point P). We obto.in il

8_ recurs many times in the subsequent .cal-Since the term z 8-_m

culation, we abbreviated it to r, so that

8_

r = z 8n--m (36)

'. where, of course, we ;,lustalws,Fs.bear in ;_ind in tho _mb_e.._,,_,_.:..
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differentiations and integrations, that r is a function of z. i

Consequently, equation (35)becomes now

dn = dnm C1- r) (35a)
i

Then we calculate 'thestress attitude of the tension diag- _

o.i onal. In conformity with the f_reedom from sources in the field

of the principal stresses (See Part I - Technical l,[emorandum No.

604, theorem 2, page l!)

- Cm dnm = a dn (37)

is valid, that is, wltll (35a):

1 (37a)
" _ =_ml_r

8_
Now we confute .---, so that (38) yields: i:

_r

_°= _m Oz ______ 1 )_8z (i - r)z = _m @nm (1 - r •

In particular, we obtain with z = 0 and r = 0 for point }_ iili

z=o= %1_nm

Then the stress becomes ,.
"i

ii) O:L= e + _C.__d n

8n ii;

in point P_. Taking into account the infinitely small term.;

of the first order, we obtain

i oldn = O'm,, dnm
8a

Then we make c_ - _ = _-_ dn (Fig. 38), ,that is, with the pre-
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ceding equation

8(_ dn = _z G - o_n - = Cm_ _-

!i(_ and obtain with equations (34), (37) and (35a):

8n 8n_._(1 - r)_ (os) ,,.i
_J

q_ t£

_! Now o and its derivations oonfo2ma], to z and n are known at _Ii;_;

every ooint of the tension diagonal. [

_" With [-::
(T

c = _ , (39)E
_ i!.i

that is, partioulctrly wi_en, for example, i

_m _

ca = -E- ' etc., (39a)
i

it becomes apparent that all these equations are applicable to ;

the elongations, providing we write e instea,d of o.

Now we calculate the form into which the ori_::inallystraight _<_._

fibcr _hich passes through l,{-and coincides urith the stress il),_!i

trajectory changes when subjected to the discussed tension _;__!_

stresses. We emphasize that this form depends only on those

i--. tension stresses, "out not on the trs..nsversecontraction.

Beginning with the increase kz in the distance of two

_, points 0 and U (Fig. 39) caused by tension stress _ and elon-
:!

_.- gation c, equation (37a) yields:

kz .-.:f ¢ d z = cm d z,
zz z_ I - r
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J and equation (36) yields

{ Cm l-r_hz = -- in
_a 1 - rI (40)
3nm

8a
when rl = zl _ , etc.

cnm

In case z= = - zI (Fig. _ga),_ we have

i k = Cm 1 +

: 8 a _ 1 - r 1 (40a)
8nm

• Conformably to equation (2a) (Part I - Technical [_'[emorandum

No. 604] the fiber curves. If v is the displacement of a

point in direction n, 'caused by the deformation of the fiber,
equation (2a) yields

ac
o Z 8n

that is,

a_.Hv= f 8c
- az dz

Assuming the fiber to be fixed in _ so as to preclude all dis-

tortion in this point (33) and (33) yield _:,

ac i<i
_ 8__p_v= 3nm r {':
8'z 8a 1 - r (41)

nm

8v

- az is the ,u4!le..formed by the t_ngent to the fiber in

a point F anr].the tangent to the fiber in point _,[.

A second integration of (36) yields
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i::_ - v = - / -- dz = D [in - r] (4S)
o Dz

5.

which is briefly written as

8c

•D = 8 nm (42a)

nm/ i_:

?

.NQw we know the form of the fiber in the sheet. But for _

later purposes we present the data in somewhat different manner. _'

We assume the two points 0 _nd U o'four tension diagonal iso-

lated and connected by a straight line; then let _ represent

the distance of a point on the plate fiber from this line. But

we give the result of this simple calculation in a form adapted i

to our specis_l c_tse of sheet met:_,lgirder, namely, for z= =- z_

(Fig. 39a). With '_"
equ,!_lon (4Sa), we have:

[½ In ( 1 a_ + ---r-"In ('l--_'_k_- In ('i1 _I (43) ii
D

-I - rl_ S rI _,I- rIj - r :_:_

Then we c_lculate a,ngle 8-zz, particul_rly a,tpoint 0 8nd U.

We obtain

"; '_ ZJo'u 8 nm

where the upper sign is w%lid for point 0 and th_ lower sign

for point U.

This defines the stress attitude of the tension di_go_.?,l •
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_!: and the ensuing form of the diagonal, still leaving the elonga-

'_ tion attitude. The elongations c in the z direction are already _':

known from the stress a, and our problem is to find the elon-

gations perpendicular to it, namely, the transverse contraction

- _q. We could again assume the transverse contraction
i - cq i
i/_ at point I,/_ and its derivation according to z as given and

compute with these data and the given stress attitude the con-
' .

traction at. the other points of the tension diagonal. But we

prefer to use another method, whi_N supplies the result which _"_:

conforms better to the ol.dln_mlly known limit equations. We as-

sume the transverse contractions -Cqo and - _qu in point 0 ::_

and U given and then define the contraction - Cq at a point _

z by _pplying stresses.

Fi&_ure 40 sho_s the 'twoadjacent plate fibers in unloaded _

attitude as dotted lines. Their dist_,nce at 0 is d no, and ._

at U, d nu. },'fo_,__,.reincrease this distance by d no Cqo and

and d nu Cqu. The _'esult at z is a raise in distance d n <:i

amounting to d n c-_. For our special case zs = - zI (36)

(that is, rl = zl 8a etc.) yields !_
[, <_;i

........(dn _q) = __Cq- Cq° + (qu + Cqo ,.¢qu r - r.. , (45a) ,,,"_i_':_,':

_Oreover, the distance of both adjacent fibers becomes

greater, because these fibers can bend differently, tb_.t is,

_ - _ (Fig. 40). It is

_l - _- _ q - _q) dn
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Now equations (4Sa) and (35a) yield the whole transverse oontrao-

tlon, as
i

where for -9-_-- from (43), eouation (42a) yields:8 nm

8_ _ _D + D _ r_ _ r_
= (45c)

-_-nm D 8,nm -.-__8c_8 nr# (1 - rl_) (1 - r) _<
8 nm

To prove the real significance of our considerations on the i<_

stress in the tension diagonal, we must check the validity of

inequation (2), Part I (Technical l.._emorandum Vo. 604, page 7)

- ! asstm_,es perhaps, a minimumat 0 and U, and whether - ¢q m

along this tension diagonal, as well as whether equation (p,)

(Technie_.::,l:/[emorandum ['_o.604) is equally complied with at this

point.

We know the elongations in direction z and n, and angle

8__vu formed in & point P by the two fibers running oric,inally8z

in these two dJ.rec'_i.onswith t]_e fibers of _
point _,._""running in

those directions. Then vre oa!oulate the elon_.;_ation ¢_ at point

• P aooordin_ to a fiber running at arbitra2y angle _z to the

_,:, z direction (Fig. 41), and the.distortion _a of this fiber ..

through this deform_.tion attitude relative to the direction of li!

i_, the tension di_,cona,l in point p. These questions were. discus_e.i

in Part I (Compare equation (_0[_) :

% 6_ =: C cOS _ 0 "I"
Z Cq sln_ aZ,

iili _a = sin az cos az (¢ _ Cq). i:
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: I

._: i..:oreover,if £or point 0 and U, aside from c o and cu

! we know elong:J,tion C_o a,nd ¢_u in a second d.ireotion, ,_rhich

forms ang'le ao and au. with di_"ection z, the a,bove equa-

tions yield upon climin_:,tionof Cq

•_' 7 a0 = cot 60 (CO -¢00) , for point 0 (46a)

= If I|

aU cot _u (cu- CaU), U (¢6b)

No:vwe _hall add one more oonsider:_otionwhich at the same

time sei_ves as a sort of introd:iction to the next paragraph.

Figure 42 shows the discussed sheet fiber in its original posi-

tion :_swell a,sa line go going through point O, which to-

gether :_Ith the direction of the fiber £orms e_n n,ngle ao. When

we subject the sheet to stzesses, the two :o.oints 0 and.U as-

sume a new position, say 0i and UI, so that the line connect-

ing thesc two points is distorted by an an::_le _. Being

stressed, the line go s,lso shifts to a new position and
goI

the pzobl_,n"n,- is to _scertain the a1'.qountof :_:_,le-<' _o formed by

go and gel. With our previous designations (Fig'. 3(_), it be-

" comes apparent from Figure 4:2that

(laO - %) + % _-_,_ _:_z,,o+ (:8o - _o) + _' _o, i!_:
so that

_0 =:_ \_-z-_ + T a0 (._?)
0

_:md as disto::tion of a,line gu throtv:h point U

kSz/U
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i

_:_: _a0 and _aU conform to equatiors (46a) and (46b).

/{

Boundary Equations

Example: Sheet metal girder with parallel spars
not ri_,_'idin bending

The girder in Figure 43 is assumedly constrained at one

side and subjected to a stress Q, with the ensuing deforma-

tions as shown in Figu_"e 43. The upper spar is under compres-

sion, and the lower spar subject to tension stresses; the _h.ole

girder deflects. The deformations caused by the cross stresses

change .the stressed, skin into a dia:,_._,_1._tension field.; as a re-

suit of the tension s_resscs on the sp_:_s, the latter buckle be-

tween .the upri_Thts; the uprights are compressed. All these de-

formations _._'en• considered _ts infinitely small in the sense of

the conventional assumptions of the strength theory, i

But owing to the irroL_ular deformations of the spars, the !ii

wrinkles (tension stresses) are now no longer parallel, but vary _

by a finite amount for the individual wrinkles; a as well as

o and- Cq now _._zevariable quantities. To this complicated

deformation attitude we th_n apply the data of the preceding

_ section, p_.ge 15

A sheet metal _irder with spars not rigid in bending is !
li

subjected to precisely the s_q_e ,",.n_',;leof displacement T as one

with benching resistant spars bec:,use of the effect of c_oz,_
D

stress Q. Aostu_ing this angle °_ a,s given, _e rr_m_e il_ to be

'- constant _':ithinthe range of our discussion. _oreover, _7c con-
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sider the compression stress in the uprights as being known ,and

equivalent. The uprights _,re to be flexibly _ttached to the
;ili

spars and be without la,tcral benAlnL_ _tiffncss. Lastly, the di-

mensions of upper and lower spars are to lee such that the elon- ;!

:4:;_ gations Cxo and Cxu, caused by the spar stresses, are constant.

i_ Our problem then shall be to define the discrepancies between

these tvlodifferent typos of spars, i>

In Fib_urc 43 the center axis of the gi%der is denoted by
i !:

xm. Axes xo and xu a,rcparallel to xm and h/2 di._tant

than where the spars arc to be. Stres._es and deformations are ,

indicg_tcd by subscripts o, u, and m.

:Zow, first, we assume the intensity and the direction of

the principal tension stress q and its ensuing elongation ¢

as known; that is, om and _m" This gives us the derivations of .:

• da dc da _ .
these' quantities accord:r.g to Xm (n_une:ly, d_xm' :--z,::'d Xml "

No::"it follows from FiF_re 44 that d nm = d Xm sin a. :_

With 8_a = O, we h_,ve i_:!!
_z

.88...:.= I d.__ (47)8 nm sin _ d xm
R

The elongation in direction z at point _'_ is l(ii

......d xm Cm+ if
¢m+ d xm

+ 8_: d sin a.+ ___£c_ d cos a

with equations (37b) and (47),
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::! 8c I ck cos_ da
.... -- ......... Cm (48)
8nm sinc_ d xm sirf_ d xm

Now we know ..._.g__ and ...__.._ with res'oeot to c m and a, thereby8 nm 8 nin

the whole sta'ess a.nd deformation attitude of the diagonal ten-

!. sion field (aside from the tro.usver_;econtraction - Cq). In par-

i tioular, we are given the _t:L'eSS_nd. the deformation in 0 and U, __ -- ,

but it must be emphasized that the values of Co, Cu, etc., oal- !':i
!,

eulated for cry. and a at xm are at _"

xo = Xr_+ h oot _I
" h (49)

xU = xm - _- cot a

We designate by X_,_,Xo, and Xu the displacements of the

poirts - origina.].lyon axes Xm, Xo, and xu - perpendicul_ to

the direction of these a.nes, By virtue of the different elonga-

tions Cxo and c_:u the girder is bent (Fig. 43) at a contin- L!

gent angle _!_"_

¢;co - cx_, d__ d? _ d;'X i_i.................... :..... __m_.-_...._0 .... __V i,_
h dx2 dxo _" axe' U i:_i

i ,!

With _o a.-_d Z'u as the 4eflections of the spars between two up-

rights, _:_easured f-_'om the oil'eular are with above curvature (Fig.
43), we have:

d.<0 dX0 c._ -
_._ = ct,.'_O+ Xo ....o CXu-J- h. (50)

Then we rlefine (Sue Figs. 42 u.nd 4.3) angle _, at _,_'hic]_ the "_e;,_-

'. nearing line OU of the tennion diagonal through _r is dis-
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, speot to xm and the spar deflections. If, in addition, thei

elastic lines of the spars are Given and it is desired to find

tl_e produced diagonal °tension field, the two equations above -

(53) and (Z3a) - together with (49), suffice for conlputing c

:_I and _ with respect to Xm.

Lastly, if the elastic lines of the spars are not givenJ

I but are to be defined conformal to stresses PYo and PYu

(Conrpa_,ePart I - Technical Memorandum No. 604 - page 23, and

Figure 9, for example, PYu = s sin _ _ (_u= s sin_ a E ().n
1 +r_/

we aoply in addition to (53), (53a) and (49) the two differen-

tial equations for the elastic lines of the spars

d_r_ _ s sin2 (_ Cm

.... (l - ) Jo (54a)
i

d4_U s sin 2 c_ cm

dxu----C = + (-1 + rl) JU (54].))

(Jo, JU = inertia moments of the spar cross sections; s =

sheet ti:.ickness.)

Altogether, 'a'e have now 7 equations for xO, Xu, r_, cm, _:._•

a, _0 and rjU.

For later purposes, we subtract the two equations (53), and i
have :

J

d _0 dDU h d:¢ 1 L'

d-x0 dxU - sin2 c_ dxm 1 - r__ (53b)

I have not yct carz-ied through the ntuucrical cv_lu;,,L_ion:_

i
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• of equations (53) etc.* We have yet to consider the case where '

a and _m are constant. Then c = cm becomes constant in the

whole range of the sheet; further, d-_m = 0 and r_ = O, which,
writ.ten in (53) and added becomes:

+
1,_O+( =-? - 2 cots ......,. + i
2 dxuJ 2 !i'!

+ 2 ¢ cot a = constsmt (55a)

When subtracted,

- I
= o (55b)

" For two linear differential equations of the first order

we usually apply two limit equations. But equations (53) for

_0 and _]U already satisfy one limit equation ina.smuch as we

wrote the value for % into (52) according to (40a) instead of

erpressing it generally, by. Cxo, CXu,k, av' and _o, Du" The

other limiting condition is expressed by observing the connec-

tion (460) [or (46d)] and complying with (.6a)a", (46b) at one i:_

place. In o,:'.=case of (55a), (55b) it yields: _i

d_0 d _U _"'

*!f, by given elastic lines of the spars, thesedeflections _o iii!:;iand Dr. are small enough so that the stress fluctuations- /do h ..

_m/ and the variations in direction of wrinkling (r_) become _i_'

(infinitely) small qu_ntities, then _o 'and _u as well as cTm
and a with respect to xm ;.z_.ybe CXOi'essed Ly Fouricr ;',:_"i_:-_
which inserted in the two equa.tions ( 53) yield the :i.nd,,t, ....._"_,t-," L. 1_.,_._ , .t.

coefficlr.;nt;, of the series for o_ a.nd a _ 'T:',.(.,result i', _;'_r
stress distz'ibution, i!h_tthe m_:_t}_cm&tioal.res<._its_,_'etoo com-
plies,ted to be cited in this report.
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-!

Hence, according to (55a), (55b) i
,j -_

dqo dqU, _
_-_ - O; dxu O; • = 2 cot a_ - Cxo + Cxg_, _, 2 j (550) ,

This equation (55c) (Compare eau:_tion (6), - Part I (Technica.l

i:{emorandum i_o. 604, page 22)) proves the accuracy of our str.Lte-

ment made at the end.of an earlier section (Part I, page 29), __:

nmnely, that _ depends on the mean elongation of both spars
only.

In particular, we want to point out that, through (53) and _.:

_ (55), spars which by the deformation reraain straight and paral-

lel, are given constant wrinkling direction, which in previous

sections we had assumed as obvious (See Part I, pages 16 and 23).

Sheet Metal Girder with Spars not Rigid in Bending;

Simplifying Assumptions :_

Again weassume the angle 0f displacement _, the elonga- :'

tion Cx0 and CXu of the .two spars and the elongation Cv of !!!:
the uprights as given.

ca_se.  :

What are the results if the direction of the _¢rinkles is

constant (oc = constant)? I_oting (37a) (°0 = _U '- °m--" a)
equation (53b) becomes:

dx0 dxU E sin2 a dx_n,

we integrate with (49) as
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_0- _U = __h_Esin_....a (c -cg) _ sin_'ah (¢ -Cg) (56)

Here _g is the integration constant for a = _
.... _g when _

- =-. !/i
_0 _U O. Now we presume that the tension diagonals (scress

trajectories) ema:_.latin[¢ from the junction points of the lov, rer

spar ('i.e., points of attachment of the up_'ig'hts) pas_] also

,i throu_h the junction points of the upper spar (Fig. 4.6). Then

a subtraction of both equations (54.)yiclds:

_._ (_ _

-:.........L_....n....Q._ (I I_ i:,d x_ .-.-s sin _._ c + JU J

Now wo insert c of (56), ply.toethe source x o in a junction
• r=

_,. 9 . •point anr_ oot_.zn:

...... 9__-_L_ =
(_ll + ]_'_ s sin _ _ ¢ _d x_ Jo JU-/ g

(z- Y(_ + _U) s sin4ah (,57)

This i,_the we].l-_knownd ......
Izl.feYential equation of the elastic line

of a flexibly supported railroad sleeper, so .we may omit the g'en-

eral data. We put the limiting conditions (as long as _'i
{_,

Cg__ sin__ (_U- _0)maxh y %,:

" D = 0 for x = 0

dD
d--x :=0 r, x ::0

:0 " x=t

F,_ = 0 " x = t

We denote with _ /

't = t sin _j + JU/ 4-""h ( '=:_

and obt_J.n, for example, for maximum deflection in both s_:,:_z's
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'_i

(DU - _O)max =

/ sin_t _ _ _j, = II - cos + cos sin
sin_ _ _ sin o_t _t _0t _--_'i-_-cos -_-+ .sAn_ cos y/

_:. If the spareswere rigid i6 bending the sheet would be sub-

!il'_ jetted to a constant tension stress o, which, computed from
:_ ..

- <$

the cross stress Q of the sheet metal girder (equation (9)),

amounts to i_ili

h s sin _ a i_

On account of the deflection in the spars not rigid in bending,

the tension stress is, as shown, uneven, and it becomes readily

apparent that the mean tension stress _mean in the sheet would

have to become equ_l to -_.--q 1 '
h s sin 2_ ; that, in fact

ame-an = _ o od x = h's si--n-,_-q-5-a _,

The resolution of (57) yields the stresses a as functions of

x, so this inte_ral can be evaluated; the maximtuu tension _
f

stress Og becomes

Og h s sin _ _ ame_n i

__._. _"_'_
:=__.t sin _ t + sin _ t _

mean 8 cos _ t - cos _ t

Now the maximum bencling moments _[H in the spar a_ ti_,__r-

right and in the center of the field can be calculated.

It will be readily seen that p_,rt of the sheet metal is not
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;;, stressed when the spacing of the supports is large with respect

to the spar stiffness and the girder height. Individual diago- I

nal ties only are being stressed (Fig. 47a), when i

a_t -->-4.710; _

in that case the limiting conditions for the differenti_l equa-

tions must be modified. We foreTo a discussion of these simple,

:. but_drawn-out calculations, and merely give the most prominent

data.

Assuming that the Wrinkles (stress trajectories) emanating
L

• from the junction points pass thro._gh the junction points of the
[

upper spar also and the direction of:the wrinkles as constant

t = t sin a + 1--__S--
JU/4 h

yields :

a) The mean skin stress - !<

°mean : h s sin= a

b) The maximum skin stress -

, " Og = Omean /O.meanh , .

...... ,..... ,. <- 'j i
where. °mean is read from. Figure _8. Closely approximated, we

have •

-. ome an
-_- = i for 0 =< _ t _

°mean 2
4
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c) The maxin_t_nbending moment of the spars at the junc-

tion points is

MHmax = Q _ tana _2 c

C to be taken from Figure 48. Closely approximated, we write

_: C = 1 for 0 _ _ t __3,

C =___3 ,, 3 __:_ t _-__;
i,11

d) Piece _z of the spar at which (by relatively low i_il

o stiffness iu bending) the ,tension stresses of _/_i

the web plate apply (Figs 47a., 47b). _::• • _i_!i:

_I =_ t

_/ taken from Figure 48.

Case 2 : _'_

The two differentia:,.1 equations of the elastic line of the

spars are generally written as

d_ 0 s a0 sin_ a s c0 sin_ a

•r dx0* E J0 J0 ' I_i:_i_

d*_U s _U sin2_ s aU sin _ a i;_,i_i

_:_ ' _ = + .......E JU = + ' ' ' J"U _'__

Now we assume the spacing of the uprights to be wide in re- ,

lation to the girder height (Fig. 49), so that t _h. Then /_.,_:_

_' quantity c sin_ a may be considered as being equivalent in

upper and lower spar for related values of x0 and xU. In ap-

proximation we make x0 = xU and subtract the trio equations:
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- -,__, _ ,,.(A.jo+_7;'_ ,,_n__ (59) !_i

The value ¢ sina _ is no constant; moreover, _. and _ a.re af-

fected, according to equations (4a) and (4b) (Part I) for given

7 and (x, by the Change in spar distance (that is, by any

change in Cy). As a matter of fact, we must insert

(¢v = elongation of uprights) ,<

at a point x for cy conformably to the additional approach

of both spars due to their deflection between two uprights, vqlen

¢i and a I are the va.lues which (4.b) and (4a) yield for 7,

Cv, and cx. Then a differentiation, according to cy produces
from (4a), (4b)

t-

d cy =_s.,.na II + _--___
S c _ (6O)]Cx + gy !

and (59) becomes ]%

d x_ = s + q sin _ a _
JU ) I

au.' d cy h (_U- _0) (61)

But this, aside from the value of the constants, is precisely

the s_e differential equation as before and yields the same

solutions when in place of _ t, _e write

= j _ (sin _'_c_) /i l.h s
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By observing equations (58)andi(60), we have:

=" / 1 +
/ 2¢ 1 !
I cx + Cy

_'_:_ d

sin _,c_

Because (¢x + Cy) is always negative, the ntunerator of the i_.

_'::"_!::_fraction is always less than l, so practical cases are approxi- i
'_ mated at _

/- L _ii

Im t) ce.se 2 / 1' _ ............ < = ~ 1.25 (62a)t) case 1 _ sin _-_

being assumed around 40 °. The data in Figure 48 are there-

fore applicable with the value m t, according to (60), which

,_,. does not differ very much from _ t according to (58) to this

case of plate wall with widely spaced uprights.f;L

Ji!_ Thus far our dls_,._.:sion"_" _ has centered around approximate

solutions of equation (53) with two specific assumptions (cases

i:_ Gme an_ _'
1 and 2). With respect to stressed skin (i.e. -T'), case 2 _

was less favorable because it yielded a higher _ t, that is, i?_

a higher ag for the same dimensions of the sheet wall. And,

having been unable to find a more unfavorable assumption for

ag, my advice is to fi_are this value approximately at i, _-

'/ S __i

cot = 1.25 t sin a d (J0 + JU)"h (63)

With respect to b ' " ",_:_ endlng stresses in tn_ spar (i.e., vr_lue

iI C.), case I was less favorable, because this stress decreasesJ

_<..% as _ t increases. But according to my calculations it aopears '. _
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!i_ as if this stress were still higher than that computed for case _

l, when the wrinkle, emanating from the lower spar at the junc-

tion with the upright, meets the upper spar between two uprights.

inasmuch as the exact moment of this stress, in bendin_ is

not paramount in correctly constructed sheet metal girders, and

_ince its effect is secondary in importance as compared with the

allowable resultant stress in bending and compression for the

spars, I deem it best to express the bending in the spar simply
Vt

by the highest possible - C = l)
• _ . MHmax 12 (that is,

• E x a m p i e

• Let us check the effect of the flexibility in bending of

the spars (Fig. 50) on the example of a previous section (Part I,

T.M. No. 604., page 29):

Q = 8000; h ----60 cm; t = 25 cm; s = 0..I cm;

= 39.5°; sina = 0.646. ,......

To emphasize this effect, we determine the cross-sectional area

at s.ection I (Fig. 50), because here the spars are still very

weak; the first bay alongside th_ point of application of the

cross stress Q, where the spars are still weaker is out of I_

• _
the question because _t would entail special provisions to en- _,_i_

sure the lateral bending stiffness of the outside vertical (Fig. .,

47) According to equ_tion ([3c) (Part I), the opa._ _*....• o . . ,. ,.1(._.'_3

ar e

= _ 8_000 x_ 0.6 x 8000•,, H0 ,U 60



i
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; "Y

and H0 _ + 200, HU - - 9800

for x = 37.5,

With a - S000 kg/cm 3 allmvable stress for the lower spar,

we select, for exr.,m_ple,two angle sections 45 x 2.8 ram,_i who se

total inertia moment is JU = I0 cm@ For the uoper spar, which

is only under 200 kg tension at this point, we choose a cross

section at least equivalent by x = 0, that is, for 4800 kg

compression (by alternating direction of cross stress Q we:I

would :lave to define F0 and J0 in conformity with this other

_ load case for comDression stresses). Accordingly, we may assume

J0 = 7 cm4.

_! Now equation (63) yields:

_/ '

0.1t = 1,25 x 25 x 0.636 (7 +:10) 66 = 1.98

and Figure 48:

C_111ean

Og = 0.92 O = 0.98.

So, since the maximum tension stress _g in the sheet is

8 per cent higher than the mean stress qmean the yield limit

:_. ' is already reached at an 8 per cent lower load. But these stress _

differences become neutralized upon exceeding the yield limit,

so the ultimate lo&d of the fle_'_iblespars is in no wise altered /-

by this effect (See page l0 of this report, "Exceeding the Yield
Limit':),

If we take care to prevent a premature excess of yield lira-
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it, _re c_,n, _ithout increasing the _eight, reduce the spacing

of the upri,Tht to perhaps 17 cm. Then, _ t = 1.35 which, ac-

cording to (_I_Ie8,1%
gg ::0.98 in Figure 48, raises the stress only

2 per cent.

The bending moment in the ,_;oar_'_hich,with C = 0.98 is on-

ly 2 per cent lower than Vt
".l-_'ca.n al_lays be fic_l'ed at

_ EHmax ""].2Vt(C ::--l) . In the panels farther to the right (Fig.

50) the spars are stiffer yet, so that any check at these places

is superfluous.

The relations set up with the simplified assumptions ina

- this paragraph lead to such simple mathematical data that a cer-

tain degree of inaccuracy may well be taken in the bargain.w

Translation by J. Vanier,
l_ational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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